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AMP™ QReads™ is a quick, easy-to-use, strategic 
reading intervention program that increases reading 
fluency and comprehension for students in middle 
and high school.

Adolescent literacy

Middle- and high-school students need experience 
with multiple types of reading within the core 
curriculum. They also need flexibility in their 
reading approaches and strategies. AMP™ QReads™ 
is designed to teach students these important skills 
that help them function in and outside of school. 

AMP™ QReads™ is based on the premise that fluent 
reading facilitates comprehension. The program 
helps students interpret and understand text by 
offering essential support in improving fluency as  
a means of enhancing comprehension.

Foundations of AMP™ QReads™

AMP™ QReads™ offers strategies to prepare 
and motivate students for the variety of reading 
materials they encounter in and outside of school. 
The program’s teacher- and student-led discussions:

• Ensure students make real-life connections to 
what they’re reading

• Give students—especially ELL students—essential 
background knowledge

• Encourage students to examine how information 
is structured

• Help students apply newly-acquired 
understanding to their own lives

Program features

Program features reflect the most current research 
in adolescent reading acquisition.

• Expository text specifically designed to  
develop fluency, increase vocabulary,  
and facilitate comprehension

• Cross-curricular passages taken from four 
essential disciplines: science, social studies, 
language and literature, and arts and culture

• 98% high-frequency, grade-appropriate words, 
2% content-specific vocabulary

• Accessible reading passages offered in multiple 
media formats

• Student-centered reading assessments

• PLAYAWAY® device with modeled readings  
at different paces

Review activities help students practice learned 
skills, build on what they’ve learned, and put 
everything into a useful academic context, regardless 
of their learning style or English proficiency.

• Comprehension questions for each passage

• Graphic organizers and word webs help students 
organize essential information

Quick	Question:	which	reading	intervention	
program	supports	fluency	and	strengthens	
comprehension	in	just	fifteen	minutes	a	day?
Quite	simply:	AMP™ QReads™	from	Pearson

 Research-based instructional routine

AMP™ QReads™ is based upon the instructional routine developed 
by Elfrieda (Freddy) H. Hiebert (Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-
Madison). Professor Hiebert is Adjunct Professor at the University 
of California-Berkeley, and has been a classroom teacher, university-
based teacher, and educator for over 35 years. She has published over 
130 resources on how instruction and materials influence reading 
acquisition. Professor Hiebert’s TExT model for accessible texts 
has been used to develop widely-used reading programs, including 
QuickReads® and QuickReads® Technology (Pearson Learning Group). 

The instructional routine for AMP™ QReads™ is centered around 
three readings of a text passage. This allows students to experience 
success while building critical background knowledge and vocabulary 
to support them in future academic reading.

First Read
The first step in the AMP™	QReads™ Instructional Routine introduces students to  
a reading passage. Students build upon their prior knowledge while working  
with challenging words and ways to remember main ideas. Students read to  
themselves in this first step, either aloud or silently, and at their own pace. 

Second Read
Next, students hear the same reading passage modeled by a fluent reader, 
while continuing to identify the main ideas of the passage. This time around, 
students learn that listening to someone read can help them understand 
how a passage should sound.

Third Read 
Finally, students read as much of the passage as they can in one minute. The 
goals of the third step are to assess and record student reading speed (fluency) 
and check students’ understanding of the passage (comprehension). Teachers 
keep time, but students monitor their own fluency so they stay engaged in 
their learning. Once the timed reading is complete, students are asked to 
complete specially-designed sections to test what they’ve learned: Building 
Comprehension, Building Vocabulary, and Building Connections.
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All Student Guide passage pages are set up identically to make learning and teaching 
as easy as possible. Pages are clean and uncluttered so students concentrate on what 
they’re reading. Sections like Key Notes and Fast Facts help students foster skills like 
notetaking and research while they improve their fluency.

Topic title
Passage title Passage with numerals  

to indicate word counts

Key Notes for optional,  
ungraded note-taking practice

“Fast Facts” for context 
and interest

When students have completed a set of four reading passages, they move on to three review sections. 
These sections build off one another to reinforce important skills and cement student learning. 

Teacher’s Edition

The AMP™ QReads™ Teacher’s Edition contains 
a wealth of features to help teachers effectively 
support students. It offers:

• Literacy research for 
adolescent reading 
intervention programs like 
AMP™ QReads™

• Information that explains 
the solid scientific base 
for the AMP™ QReads™ 
Instructional Routine

• Placement and assessment tools to help 
determine which level best fits students’ needs

• Step-by-step guide to the instructional routine to 
help teachers implement the program

• Extension activities for students to apply and 
reinforce what they’ve learned

• Answer key so teachers have the information they 
need to guide student success

• Self-Check graph and Reading Log to help 
students monitor their own learning

• Parent Guide for Supporting Reading to ensure 
learning extends beyond the classroom

Building Comprehension
Students complete these questions after reading each passage. 
Questions are respectful of student reading levels while ensuring 
students remember and understand difficult words and main ideas.

Building Vocabulary
Students complete this review section after reading all four passages 
in a topic and successfully completing all Building Comprehension 
sections. Students reinforce their understanding of vocabulary both 
in and outside the context of reading passages.

Building Connections
Students also complete this review section after reading all four 
passages in a topic and successfully completing the Building 
Comprehension section. This section helps the student pull all the 
content of the topic together. 

Student Edition features Review sections
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The levels in AMP™ QReads™ are based 
on an analysis of reading curricula across 
the United States and a wealth of texts and 
assessments in common use. The charts on 
this page show correlations between  
AMP™ QReads™ levels and academic 
reading levels. All materials are written at a 
middle to high-school interest level.

AMP™ QReads™ is available in three group kit 
options: Level A/B, Level C/D, and Level E/F. Each 
group kit comes with the following components:

AMP™ QReads™ level Grade level Student Lexile level

	 Level A	 Early grade 2 140L – 400L

	 Level B	 Late grade 2 235L – 500L

	 Level C	 Grade 3 330L – 700L

	 Level D	 Grade 4 445L – 810L

	 Level E	 Grade 5 565L – 910L

	 Level F	 Grade 6 665L – 1000L

* WCPM = words correct per minute

Kit Components

An AMP™ QReads™ group kit comes with 2 
PLAYAWAY® devices, each loaded with content from 
both levels—for example, a device for Level E/F contains 
content for both Level E and Level F.

PLAYAWAY® is a portable, compact, easy-to-use 
digital audio book offered in place of an audio 
CD. Simply plug in the earphones, turn it on, press 
“Play” and it’s ready for your students! 

What’s more, you never need to re-load—the 
appropriate AMP™ QReads™ content is always 
waiting at the touch of a button. The device runs 
on a single AAA battery, which is included with the 
device. All you need to do is make sure the battery is 
replaced regularly, and your students have a useful 
reading companion they’ll love to use.

a rate of at least 90-120 WCPM* and with at 
least 90% accuracy,

the complete instructional routine with Level F.

a rate of fewer than 90-120 WCPM* or with at 
least 90% accuracy,

your knowledge of the student to determine the 
instructional routine, or Level E.

a rate of fewer than 90 WCPM* and with less 
than 90% accuracy,

Level E.

a rate of at least 80-110 WCPM* and with at 
least 90% accuracy,

the complete instructional routine with Level E.

a rate of fewer than 80-110 WCPM* or with at 
least 90% accuracy,

your knowledge of the student to determine the 
instructional routine, or Level D.

a rate of fewer than 80 WCPM* and with less 
than 90% accuracy,

Level D.

a rate of at least 70-100 WCPM* and with at 
least 90% accuracy,

the complete instructional routine with Level D.

a rate of fewer than 70-100 WCPM* or with at 
least 90% accuracy,

your knowledge of the student to determine the 
instructional routine, or Level C.

a rate of fewer than 70 WCPM* and with less 
than 90% accuracy,

Level C.

a rate of at least 60-90 WCPM* and with at least 
90% accuracy,

the complete instructional routine with Level C.

a rate of fewer than 60-90 WCPM* or with at 
least 90% accuracy,

your knowledge of the student to determine the 
instructional routine, or Level B.

a rate of fewer than 60 WCPM* and with less 
than 90% accuracy,

Level B.

a rate of at least 50-80 WCPM* and with at least 
90% accuracy,

the complete instructional routine with Level B.

a rate of fewer than 50-80 WCPM* or with at 
least 90% accuracy,

your knowledge of the student to determine the 
instructional routine, or Level A.

a rate of fewer than 50 WCPM* and with less 
than 90% accuracy,

Level A.

If a student reads Benchmark 1 or 2 at… Consider using:

Le
ve

l A

a rate of at least 40 WCPM* and with at least 
90% accuracy,

the complete instructional routine with Level A.

a rate of fewer than 40 WCPM* or with at least 
90% accuracy,

your knowledge of the student to determine the 
instructional routine.

• 1 Teacher’s Edition

 • 6 Student Guides for each level  
  (12 Student Guides total)

• 2 PLAYAWAY® devices
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ve

l F
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ve
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ve
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To find out more about AMP™ QReads™ and which level is right for you, please contact 
a Pearson Sales Representative at 800-321-3106, or use the handy Find a Rep section on 
www.pearsonschool.com/supplemental612
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